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Swing dancers bring 40s style to the 90s. See Features on page8.
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FTC issues warnings
to used car buyers
MeghanSweet

Editor-in-Chief
The lure of the road can be a
powerful influence to someone
living in a tiny dormroom.
Although Seattle University
students can easilyaccess downtown, shopping, movies, clubs,
andother city attractionson foot,
reaching the rest of the great
Northwest can benextto impossible without acar.
Part oftheEmerald City's lure
is that itis surrounded by opportunities for camping, hiking and
other outdoor adventures.
For students inclined toward
REI-style fun,transportation outside city limits may seem essential.
But sometimesthe costof buying a car can far outweigh the
benefits of owning one. Moreover, choosing the wrong car
whenbuying canresult in devastating consequences for young
consumers.
In April, the Federal Trade
Commissionedissued a booklet
entitled "Buying a Used Car" to
helpconsumersdecide iftheyare
ready to take the plunge into au-

tomobile ownership.
For students,theseguidelinescan
be a valuable guide for deciding
whethertheytrulyneedcar keys,or
if they can still get by withaMetro
schedule.

Who Should Buy a Car
Somehow,everyonemanages to
get where they need to go.

It goes without saying that ajoblesssophomore wholives on campus does not need a car. Most
people get by with the bus or by
bummingrides off friends whoare
lucky enough to alreadyowncars.
Thereis alsoanother classificationof students who doown cars,
but whoreceived themas gifts from
parents. Some do noteven payfor
insurance.
Sophomore Crystal Davis, who
lives on campus, got her 1990
Hyundai while stillinhigh school.
Shedoes not worry toomuchabout
insurance.
"My biggest concern is paying

for the parking here," Davis said.
Other student car owners agree.
InaSpectator poll of20 student

See Cars on page 2

Modern art sculpture installed to beautify SU campus
Emily wilson

now graces thelawn on the north
side of the University Services

News Editor
Some call itabird feeder,others
call it a monstrosity but
the majority simply refer
to itas awork ofmodern

This way it can be seen
and appreciatedfrom the
street by passers-by

On the corner of E.
Marion and12th Avenue
lies what could easily be
mistaken as remnants of
the Seattle University
School ofLaw construe-

Bob Turner, SU director
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Thefirst ina series of

columns by SUJesuits.
See Opinion,pages 6-7

Initially he wanted to donate it to his alma mater in

New Hampshire.
The schooldeclined to accept the gift due to the high
cost ofshipping theheftycopperpiece.
Peterson,
longenough," said Jerry
After it was decided that SU
directorofadministrative services.
placed
in wouldbe the sculpture'shome, the
Theunusual statue was
part
of the donoroffered topay foran art movits specific location as
plan
beautify
12th ingcompany to transportthe piece
university's
to
completion
of the to campus.
Avenueafter the
Opinions of the abstract artwork
law school.
"This way it can be seen and vary greatly fromfeelings of conappreciated from the street by fusion anddislike tosheerindifferpassers-by," saidBob Turner, SU ence.
"It kindof looks like asideways
director of plannedgiving.
Theartwork isentitled "Anyang" bird or an arrow, what is it anyafter an ancient Chinese city, yet way?" asked freshman Kaya
the shape bears no solidstructural Adams.
Others choose to take it at face
correlation to China or Chinese
culture/Anyang" is madeof solid value without delving into the
copper and weighs roughly 1,000 deeper inner meaning.
TERRANCE IHNEN / PHOTO COORDINATOR
"Idon't think it looks like anypounds.
art,
vary regardingthebeauty
opinions
consideredmodern
Although
itis
The large metal work was origi- thing," Turner said. "Itake itas a
University
ServiceBuilding.
new
thenorth
side
the
sculpture
on
ofthe
of
nallypurchaseddirectly fromartist piece of modern art."

OF PLANNED GIVING

In reality,it is a piece
ofabstract modern artdonated toSUby alocal art collector
last year.
The large solid metal sculpture

1

Building.
"Itgrows on youif youlook at it

Michael Steiner by an anonymous
donor from the Madrona area.
The avid art connoisseur kept
thesculpture inbothhislivingroom
and backyardgardenfor several years.
After yearsofprivate viewing, the artist decided to put
the statue on public display
somewhere forall to see and
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Cars: Smart shopping can help get students in the driver's seat
From page 1
drivers living on campus, 16 said
that the cost of parking was their
biggestconcern regardingtheir vehicles. Only two mentioned car
insurance andnonementioned car
paymentsor financing.
Still, whether a student iscareless or simply not financially responsible forhis/her car,themajorprice sis 896
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whether apersonshouldpurchasea
car comes down to two main issues:Can sfte afford it and is
informedenoughtobuyacarconfidently andresponsibly.
Anyone who is jobless clearly
cannotbuy acarandsomeonemaking six figuresmay not even think
twice about doing so.
But for most students or recent
graduates,whofall inthemiddleof

memm«fct %jm

down,(their)monthlypayment,the
length of the loan,and the annual
percentagerate (APR)."
On average,rates are higher for
used cars than for new ones, and

loan periods are generally shorter.
Itis inthisphaseofsearchingout
for the best deal that the second
questionin the car-buyinggame is
raised: does a buyer have enough
education about usedcars to make
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GOOD CREDIT, BAD CREDIT, MO CRIOIT

NO PROBLEM!

2.»% APR on Approval of Credit
OUR COAL 100% APPROVAL
CALL t-aOO-<M5i-2010

One important
hing to rememlobody's going
something for
lothing.Dealers
ivhoadvertise to
first-time buyers
jrtopeople with
>ad credit are
lews, according

require a
jig down pay.nent and ahigh
jf ten

Terrance Ihnen / Photo Coordinator
whoadvertise deals topeople with badcredit.

when a youngperson tries to get
financing for acar.
For example,a20-year-old firsttime buyer with no credit history
may agree to buy acarbecause the
dealer guaranteeshim aloanwitha
reasonable interest rate. However,
if the dealer calls the next day to
Don't Get TakenFor a
informthebuyer that someone with
Ride
hisriskycredit backgroundcanonly
receive a higher-interest loan, the
Although some commuter and
buyer does not have tobuy the car.
non-traditional students havebeen
According to
in the car-buyLeigh, if the
ing market for
terms of the
years, the FTC
agreement
warns that evchange, a buyer
is
eryone
canchoosenotto
suseptible to
buy thecar.
You have the right
the same pit"Dealers are
to see a copy of the
falls and gimobligated to let
micks that
dealer's warranty
you out of the
plague unyou buy.
before
dealif theydon't
knowing buyget you the fierseach year.
nancingthat you
Accordingto
agreed upon,"
PatLeigh, who worksinthe Seattle Leigh
said.
chapter of the FTC, many people
However, Leigh estimates that
make the mistake of not under- 99percentofalldealers don'tcomstanding their rights and responsiply with thislaw.
bilities when purchasing acar.
"Theyusually
First-time
tellyou that you
buyers are eshave to get a
pecially likely
higher-interest
to go about
loan," Leigh
buying a car
said. "Wecallit
without knowsell about
Dealers
'bait
and
ing what to
all
used
cars
half of
look for and
One of the
"as is." That means
without underways that dealstanding how
the new owner pays
ers get customto fix anything that
to take the
ers
them (or does
goes wrong after the higher-interest
not protect
loanisby allowsale.
them) as coningthem todrive
sumers.
thecaroffthelot
"I get calls
immediately affrom desperateparents of 18or19- ter the first agreement is made.
-year-olds whohave been drawn in
Still,Leighsays thateven acusby some sleazy car dealer," Leigh

buyer be realistic about what s/he
can afford.
"Ifyourbudgetis tight,youmay
wantto consider paying cash for a
less expensive car than you first
hadinmind."

fact :

agree to financing thatcarries a
high APR, you
taking
be
risk."
big
to
a
extremes,
may
eventually
buying
have
a car
ity of all adults
those two
canoftenmake
barely.
Although
dealers
responsibility
just
of car maybe feasible— but
face the full
Although a car may mean the financially unsound plans sound
ownership.
Manypeople choose tobuy used ability tocommutetoa better job,it feasible, the smart consumer will
cars,usuallyto avoid the high cost may also mean being financially be waryofanything that soundstoo
of anew one.
unabletolive inabiggerapartment good tobe true.
By paying too much, a student
According to the FTC, 73 per- or afford newclothes.
centofallcarsbought in1996 were
"I would have a really difficult buyerrunsthe riskofhaving to take
cars,
indicating that the vast time seeingmy family and getting aheavylosson thecarifithas to be
used
majority ofAmericans go the used to work if I
didn't have a car," sold before the loan is paid off.
People who are pressured into
route when purchasing acar.
Davis said.
plunge
The decision to take the
For peopleonabudget,buyinga costly,questionable deals mayalso
daunting,
guidethe
and FTC
canbe
car usually comes down to financ- end up having to repay part of the
paint
picture
lines
aclear
of how ing one.
loaneven if thecariswreckedinan
loan,
tricky financingand maintaininga
deciding
the
accident.
When
on a
vehicle can be.
FTArecommendsthatbuyers"conOne seniorreEssentially, the question of sider how much (they) can put callsherfirstcarbuying experij ence.
"I overpaid
big-time for my
car," she said.
"Thedealerconvincedme totake
on these huge
monthly pay1. Examine the car yourself using an inspection
ments and I
checklist. A checklist can be found on the
signed before I
Internet or from any of the magazines which
realized that the
deal with used car buying
total cost of the
car was just rito
diculous."
2. Test drive the vehicle. Itis
The best way
conditions,
drive it under different road
to go is to work
includinguphill, on the highway,and in stopwith a dealer or
and-go traffic.
financer who is
willingtounderstandcustomers'
3. Ask for the car's maintainance record. If
individual situathe owner doesn't have copies, go to the
tions and work
dealership or repair shop where the car was
Terfmnce Ihnen / Photo Coordinator
withthem.
serviced. They may let you see their records.
on
reputable
looking
problems
A
carcanhave
theinside.Before youtrust adealer's word
Eventhebest
and,
dealership
will
be
when
reputation
dealer
indoubt,calltheBetterBusinessBureau.
considerthe
ofthe
the
about
owner,
especially
if
honest
4. Talk to the previous
how a lack of
said.
present owner is unfamiliar with the car's
tomer whohas driven the car can
credit history plays intothe deal.
According to Leigh, the biggest
history
Two smart things to do are shop problem that youngpeopleexperi- returnitiftheloan arrangementhas
changed.
around,and to call theBetterBusienceis that they oftenfeelthat they
"What's important is to get the
5. Have the car inspected by a mechanic that
ness Bureau to make sure that no arelockedintoadealwhenactually
complaints havebeen filed against they have the option to choose not initial arrangement in writing,"
you hire.
the dealer.
to buy aparticular car.
See Cars on page 4
TheFTCalsorecommends that a
This problem usually occurs
Guide
April
Source:
1998FTC Consumer
Buyers shouldbeware ofusedcar dealers
These deals usually come with a bigger down paymentanda higher APR.

—

Before you buy a
used car
important

fact:

News
Lawn Crawl is fun for all despite a few minor problems
dition for the last five years.
"It's fairly young but its been
successful,"Doran said.
Students also seemed to agree
Fridaynight'sLawnCrawl was a
70s revival after the band finally about the success of the Lawn
arrived. Featuring musicians with Crawl.
Sullivan marveled at the wide
boas, bell-bottoms and platform
range of the
shoes, everysingers' vocal
thing went
capacity.
well
al"I can't bethough the
lieve
they can
band's lead
singthathigh!"
singer arhe said.
rivedlate.
An anonyThe event
mous
student
origiwas
said,"Ilikethe
nally located
DAVID DORAN,
fact their pants
on the LiACTIVITIES
ASSU
areso tightyou
brary Lawn,
canseethe outbut
rain
Vice President
lineof theirunforced conderwear."
cert-goers
whythey
can sing
Maybe
that is
into Campion Ballroom. Students
high.
arrived to hear thePortland-based so
Afrodisiacs at 7 p.m., but with no
lead singer there wasno music.
"There was a matterof miscommunication within the band," said
DavidDoran, ASSUactivities vice
president. "It was out of my control."
Threemembers of the bandwere
readytojive,but they weremissing
the centerpiece. While waitingfor
the remaining Afrodisiac toarrive,
the crowd danced to tunes and
milled around.
"The term 'crawl' says it all,"
freshmanEvanPham said.
Whenthe AWOL vocalist finally
appearedanhourand ahalflate,the
anxious audience was still ready
for the band's disco rock.
'They have a funkadelic sound,
that keeps the house groovin' all
night long," freshman Steve
Sullivan said.
Theband members
— were decked
out in 70s style red afros, sequin
vests and leopard skin. Multi-coloredstrobe lightsadded to thedisco
club atmosphere.
TheAfrodisiacs openedthe show
with acover of K.C.andThe Sunshine Band's "Get Down
Tonight.'The band invited the
crowd, "especially the ladies," to
swarm the stage. Familiar repertoires suchas the "SaturdayNight
Fever" soundtrack and the robotic
undertones of "Funky Town" inspired the dancers to groove with
theband.
"I wonder if it was really this
outrageousback then,"juniorDavid
Farkouh said.
Doranwassatisfied withthe turn
out. He estimated that despite the
rain-out and the late start, 300 to
350 students attendedthe event.
"It's toobad the weather didn't
cooperate and there was a misunderstanding withtheband,"he said.
"Fun wasthe biggestgoal for this

Charlotte West
StaffReporter

—

Fun was the

biggest goal for
this concert.

attendingLawn
The Afrodis acsperform at Lawn Crawl after waitingfor their lead singer to arrive. Students
retro
band.
sound
the
1970s
of
Crawl danced the night away to thedisco rock

decision of
the school
y©cL2T«
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concert,"Doran said.

He also said ASSU chose the
Afrodisiacs because students would
knowthe wordsandbe able to sing
along.
Doran noted that the concert
costcanbe traced to tuition dollars,
which are filtered down through
Student Developmentand ASSU.
Student Events and Activities
Committee sponsors the Lawn
Crawland Quadstock everyyear.
TheLawn Crawlhas been a tra-

Open a checking account at Seafirst,

and

you'll get

a

free DiSCO CD and carrying case* You'll also get a free
order of checks, a VERSATEL" Check Card with your photo, and a
free $30 AirTouch" Prepaid Cellular Card.

All of this, just for opening a VERSATEL Checking account at
Seafirst Bank. Think of it as a really good way to groove into
the school year.

.

Stop by your nearest

"
"

branch

today.

Madison-Pike Branch, 1300 E Madison, Seattle, (206) 358-2055
First Hill Branch, 1201 Madison Street, Seattle, (206) 358-1260
Broadway Branch, 230 Broadway
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East, Seattle, (206)

358-2084

put your life in motion
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News
Cars: A smart buy takes time and thought
buyers when deciding on acar.
TheFTC warns: "Some dealers
are attracting customers with 'noLeigh said.
haggle prices,' 'factory certified'
used cars, and better warranties.
LemonsDon't Always
Consider the dealer's reputation
MakeLemonade
when you evaluate these ads."
Something that often gets overFew things can be as unsettling looked is the issue of warranty.
to abuyer thanfinding out thats/he Although many dealers sell their
justpaidway toomuchforacar that vehicles "as-is," buyers should
is going to stop running within a know their rights when purchasing
year.
cars with warranties.
Keepinginmind that dealers are
Mostusedcar warranties arelimnot your friends and that they are
ited and vary fromcar to car as to
trying to make a profit will help what is covered, according to the

From page 2

SU Students With No Car:

k

What would you do
first if you had a car?
Visit friends
that live in
other

cities^^^^^^

S<

.■Go to the

m mountains /

Source: Spectator survey of30SUstudents who donot own vehicles.

BACK TO UHOOL

FTC. The dealer should specify
exactly what is covered.
Leigh also was adament that a
verbal agreement means little to
nothing when it comes to warranties.
"The truthis this," Leigh stated,
"If anything is covered by warranty, youhave to negotiate itand
get itin writing."
Still,as most warrantiesare limited,itis asmarterinvestment fora
buyer topickareliablecar tobuyin
the first place.
To educate themselves before
buying a car, the first thing consumers should do is find out what
the Bluebook value of acar is.
TheBluebook valuedenotes what
acertainmake andmodel of car is
currently worth. Itisused byinsurancecompanies toassess payments
to be made to accident victims,
among other things.
Tofind out the valueofacar you
want to buy,simply go to thelocal
library andlook it up.
Leighrecommends weighingthe
price of the car against the conditionof the vehicle.
"If you paid 6,000 dollars for a
10-year-old car, you shouldexpect
it to be in pretty good condition,"
Leigh said.
The FTC's Used Car Rule requires dealers to post a Buyers
Guide in every usedcar they offer
for sale.The Buyer's Guide should
listthemajor mechanical andelectricalsystems in the car,as well as
what problems to look out for. It
also lists several warnings about
getting all promises in writing.
Another recommendation foundin
a Buyer's Guide is that a
potentialbuyerask tohave
the car checked out by a
mechanic before purchas-

SPECIAL!

$2*99!

Iget calls from desperate
parents of 18 or 19-year-olds
whohave been drawn in by
some sleazy car dealer.
Pat Leigh, Seattle chapter
of the Federal Trade

Commission

ing.

Forabout $100,car buyers can have the piece of
mind of knowing that the
car they want to buy has

According to the FTC, buying
the car from a private owner is
much different than buying froma

With our staff of experienced travelers,
a ||l )bal network of offices, great prices,
ticket flexibility and a ton of travel
services, we know firsthand what it
takes to put together a mind-blowing trip...
just don'tbe surprisedif youlearn something while you're having the time
of your life

Mm
(206) 633-5000
4341 University Way NE

325-7310

Researchand
careful planning can usually help buyers avoid pitfalls.
Beingrealistic about one's
financial situationandgetting
alloftheinformation available about the
usedcarmarket
is also necessary to the successful pur-
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Formore information,accessthe
FTConthe web at www.ftc.gov.

HaircutsThat FitYour
Life-Style Andßudget.
are not mutually exclusive.

811 E Pike St.
Corner of Broadway and Pike

"as-is"basis

agnostic Service."

IBecause education & adventurel

Get any Regular 6" Sub and a 21 oz drink for $2.99
when you show your Seattle University student I.D. Limit one
coupon per customer per visit. Not valid in conjuction
with any other offer. (Offer Expires 10/30/98)

dealer andcan be extremelyrisky.
Private parties do not have to
post Buyer's Guides and they almost always sell their cars on an

beenexaminedby athird-party mechanic. Tofindsomeone toinspect
a car,buyerscan look in the phone
directory under "Automotive Di-
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Street fair encourages student involvement
SARA CHRISTENSEN
Story Editor
The sun shone brightly for the
annualSeattleUniversityStreetFair
lastWednesday,September25.SU
clubs lined the Quad so students
could stopby and get information.
"This is where you
get connected and go
beyond classroom atmosphere," ASSUActivities Vice President
David Doran said.
Thestreetfairallows
students to find out
what clubs SU has to

that we're available for resources
andevents."
Moving away from academics
for awhile can help students see
another side to SU.
"It's important to get the name
out to thosepeople whodon'tknow
and promote more people to join
the club," said LukeForster ofFinancial Management Association
said.
Anew addition to theStreetFair
this year was the live music.
The band WatsonvillePatioperformed.
"They played here before last
year at Lawn Crawl," Doran said.
"It adds to the upbeat, fun atmosphere."
Aside from being informative,
the streetfair also gives students a
chance to be social.
"Ithink students should get involved in the street fair," sophoBrooke Kempneh / Photo Manager
moreRick Oculto said. "It brings a TheStreetFair gives students an opportunity to gather information and
sense of community."
ask questions about clubs and organizations available on campus.

"A lot of students maynot have
the chance to know what services
are available to them on campus,"
said Minty Jeffrey arepresentative
from the Office of Minority Student Affairs.
Manyclubs feelit is imperative
to participate in the fair to draw

Ithink that visibility for
all clubs is really

important.

ryan o'connell-elston,

"It's an opportunity Triangle Club president
for all the clubs to
gather in one place so
allstudents can seewhat the school attention to themselves.
"Ithink thatvisibility forallclubs
has to offer," junior MeganKelly
important," said Triangle
shopping."
really
is
one-stop
said."It'slike
Students may not evenbe aware Club president Ryan O'ConnellElston."We wantstudents toknow
that some clubs exist.
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Opinion

EDITORIAL
Mass of the Holy Spirit

reinforces Jesuit ideals

The ChapelofSaintIgnatius hasbeenhailed as the symbolofCatholic
identity at Seattle University. Ithasincreased the numberof students on
campus whoattend weeklyservices,andhasinvitedresidents outside the
university to come worship and pray. The chapel has brought renewed
attention to the Jesuit identity of the university.
And every year, as a Jesuit university, members of the community
gather for theMass ofthe HolySpirit. Themass celebrates SU's Catholic
tradition and serves as an event through which students and faculty can
begin to build community awareness.
following offer an important
The mass and the picnic immediately
—
opportunity for people tocommune tocome together andbegin tomeet
the teachers, faculty, students and even the Jesuits whose ideas and
philosophies have been the founding traditions ofaneducation at SU.It
is an opportunity for all facets pf the SU community to interact.
The community does not demandthatitsmembers beCatholic,orthat
they even practice a religion. It simply demands that itsmembers be
committed to the ideals of justice,respect, love and diversity. These are
the values of the Jesuits, and theyare values which wehave the ability to
embrace, regardless of religion,race oreven language.
In themidst of the rush to finalize our fall class schedules,purchasing
textbooks,andmovingintonew livingspaces, wemight benefit fromalso
taking the time to reflect upon the reasons we take CORE classes in
history, English and theology— the reasons why we chose a Jesuit
university instead of a larger institution whichis not able to as readily
address the needs of its students.
Students go to collegesanduniversities every yeartodiscovertheir own
independence, to develop their minds along the career paths they have
chosen. Theygo todiscover,tolearn,toexploreand tore-invent. Perhaps
SU offers students something beyond the memorization of chemical
formulas or analytical essays on Shakespeareand his text. Perhaps it
offers achance to identifyourselvesbased upon the values and traditions
whichare the founding ideals ofcommunity and humanity. TheMass of
the Holy Spirit isa Christian celebration;it is atradition longheldby the
university's Jesuits;ithas withstood changes throughout the decades of
the school's existence. And while the ceremony commands respect by
many an aspect of religious faith,itinvites all to immerse themselves in
therich humanitarian values of their university's founders.
The SpectatorEditorial Boardconsists of MeghanSweet,Christopher Wilson and Katie Ching. Signed commentaries and cartoons
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The
Spectator,that of Seattle University or its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters shouldbe no
more than300 wordsinlengthandmust include signatures, addresses
and telephonenumbers for verification during daytime hours. The
deadlineforletters is Tuesdayat 3p.m. All lettersare subject toediting,
andbecome propertyof The Spectator.Send lettersvia campus mail
orthe postalservice to: The Spectator,Seattle University, 900Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122, orsend e-mail to spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Building Society
beforecommunity
lohn Whitney, SI
Guest Columnist
Ihave lived in Xavier and
Bellarmine on and off for almost
seven years, but it was the King
County Detention Center that really taught me what it means to
buildcommunity.
walk the
On Tuesday eveningsI
two blocks south to the detention
center to say mass for those young
menandwomenwhowishtocome.
Since the population there is transient andfew are Catholic (theDetentionCenter is only away station
between arrest and sentencing or
release),explanationsduringliturgy
areessential. Some longtermresidents who are on trial for serious
crimes or who are awaitingdec!me
hearingsinwhich itmay bedecided
to try them as adults return week
after week. They see the explanations as simply part of the rite,part
of therepetitionby which theyenter
intonotonly their own situationbut
those of the people around them.
Through the repetition and
through the gentle and constant order of this weekly ritual, these
"criminals" begintobecome acommunity a body that cares for its
various parts andsustainsitselfina
deepmysterious loveforeachofthe
members. Andifthemass does not
completely undo the years ofchaos
and death that hasmarked somany
of these young lives,its constancy,
its order, and its message of love
enfleshed inthe life,death,andresurrection of Jesus offer many of
these womenandmenperhaps their
first glimpse of true community. I
will never forget the 16-year-old
who, wheninvited tomentionthose
whohaddied,said:"My father,my
brother,andmy son."
Ithought of the detention center

—

the other day as Iwas leaving
Bcllarmine. I
hadjustbeen toldof
an "incident" (i.e. wild party) involvingsomenew students. Now,
it wasn't the incident itself that
sparked thoughts of the detention
center (Idon't think I
was hoping
down),
but
as
I
left the
for a lock
hall, Isaw the Student Development sign, "Building Community
One Student at a Time," hanging
on the
side of
t h e
fence.
Not a
particularly
unusual
sentiment,the
haveheard so
signrepeated whatI
often at Seattle University, about
how we, the faculty, staff, RAs,
OAs,Jesuits,etc.,arehere to"build
a community." But for the first
time, I
began to wonder what it
means to build community, and
indeed, if itis even possible to do
so. Andhereis where Ithought of
the detention center.
It struck me that what happened
in detention was not that Ior the
other chaplains or even the residents builtcommunity, butthat we
structured a society in which dignity,respect,andlovecouldgrow
if we desired it. Through order,
structureand repetition,thosehallmarks of society, we suppressed
our own selfish, destructive tendencies (including my occasional
desire to yell "Shut up" orpick up
my toys and walk out), and so allowed our deeper desires for connection and for companionship to
emerge. Butit was,in the end,not

the structure that we
built, but the minor
miracles oftrust, care,

and friendship that
made this societyinto
acommunity. Andthis
saw alesson for those of
is where I
us wholive inresidence halls,and
perhaps for others, as well.
What individuals can do structurally,RDs,RAs,moderators,administrators, students, etc., is to
builda society in whichpeople are
respectedand where communityis
modeled. This seems to me a primary(andstillprettydifficult)task.
But no individual or group of individualscanbuild
the community.
To ask
thatis to
put an
impossible burden on those
who coordinate the society (and
especially,inthehalls,ontheRAs).
Community requires engagement,
it requires friendship, it requires
love;and that requires choice,and
grace. My own goal, then, may
seemmodest: notto buildcommunity,but to helpbuild a good society, and to pray that, from it, a
community will grow.
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THIS COLUMN IS THE FIRST IN A
SERIES ENTITLED "SPIRITUALITY
andIdentity." The series will
run every other week, each
week featuring a different
Jesuit writer.

Father Whitney is the Alumni
Chaplin at Seattle University.
His views do not necessarily
reflect thoseof the university or
the Jesuit community. His
picture was taken by Anil
Kapahi. His e-mail address is
jwhitney@seattleu.edu.

Opinion

Journalists and politicians judge morality
Clinton unfairly condemned a badpresident because of scandal

Stock exchangesallovertheglobe
have been up anddown. Manypolitical pundits believe President
Clinton is not responsible for the
economic growththeUnitedStates
has experienced. Well,if he isn't
responsible for the growth,his demise will certainly impact the de—
cline at least for awhile.
So, which direction should we
take? Journalists and politicians
have determined that we need a
moral leader in office. President
Clinton somehow does not represent our moral convictions in the
UnitedStates.But withsuchoverwhelmingdiversity in ourcountry,
whois to define moral?
If we want to live in a truly
moral society by most people's
definition,perhaps we need to redefine our country all together. I
think thiswould violate that which
makes us Americans. But exactly
what morals do we want? The
morality of the President who
funded the development of the
atomic bomb? Do we want the
same moralityinvolvedin sending
troops to anunknown country like
nesses Kuwait to defend the Kuwaiti's
many
and cor- existence costing
porations American's their lives andhealth?
with In a country as diverse as ours,
overseas morals are relative. We all have
opera- them, but no one can define them.
like Bill
tions
As Istated before, I
have Clinton. He has done an amazing
been put job for our country and the world
at risk. welivein.He's a badhusband,not
Ameri- abadPresident. Butthat'sjustmy
opinion.
zens are

tialexamination. My greatestemotion concerning these charges is
saddened for thePresident andhis
family.
worrymore about the situation
I
Spectator Columnist
we may face if our leader is removed at this juncture of American history. The survival of the
affairs,
thosenew
United
States of America, the fuhappen
marital
I
deserve
may
leader,
but this
not
So, I
was asked my opinion on
partisan politics and the
Itwouldjustbeataxonmy
ture
of
did,
wouldhe
taxes.
know,
the andevenifhe orshe
the presidency. You
opportunity
or
to
continuance
of leading the world
stupidity
for
the
choice?
I've
issue we haven't had a free mo- or she be the best
many
in
ofthe
venturesweengage
livein
La-LaLand
politician
voted
for
a
beyear,
orso. never
ment toavoidin thelast
These are amongthe few ques- in are all at risk. At most, we
apologize for bringing the topic causehe or she promised me that
I
haveexplored should feel resentment towardthe
up, but as a blossoming opinion they didnot cheaton their spouse. tionsandthoughts I
months of reading President for putting us in jeop:wspaper articles and ardy. But forcinghim to resign,or
1998,
I
impeachinghim, willcertainly exDurs spent gluedto CNN.
thought it
bring
pose
us
us to danger.
fill this situation
wouldbe detWhat dangers wouldarise from
moremoralleaders?Idon't
rimental for
so,
think
but Ido think Clinton leaving office premame not to espeople
willexpect more of turely? Ihave two examples that
pouse my
decide to elect. effect us all.
they
those
opinion of the
Recently,severalofour embasexpect
more ofthe
promised
Theymay
are,
an
even
Chances
I
was
'
lit, L. T>
view,
"J
my
f T
In
sies
were attacked. Other embascommunity
spouses
they
and
choose.
education formy
to
shutdown, withour
situationisone
too
familiar
sieshavebeen
may
have this
like myself. Other promises
likehis family andI
likehim,I
personhis policies.
Ieven like
h
i s
vice-president
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The factis,I

Iworry more about the situation we may face if our leader
is removed at this juncture of American history. The
survival of the United States of America, thefuture of
partisan politics and the continuance ofleading the world
in many of the ventures we engage in are all at risk. At
most, we shouldfeel resentment toward the president for
putting us in jeopardy.

find the entire inquiry
of him and
Monica
Lewinsky
unjust anda
waste of the
American
public's
time andresources.Ido
not believe
his affair
and
the
cover-up ofhis affair withMonica
Lewinsky warrantsimpeachment,
much less resignation.
I
am not simple-minded enough
to think thatall public officials are
alwayshonest,allofthe time.Sure,
it is my right to have an honest
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as declaredby theterrorists themselves. Terrorist organizations
must lovethat the American press
and other leaders are focusing on
the President's personalproblems
andnot on international threats.
The economy is also at risk.

Hildja Saastamoinen is senior
majoringinInternational Studies
witha focus in Economics. Her
column,Temerity's... mymiddle
name" will run weekly in The
Spectator. Her e-mail address
is SU2HS@hotmail.com.

Has the construction made parking on

campus more difficult?

work full time
Ornately because I
and Igo to school full time,Idon't
have the luxury of taking the bus
and avoiding the parkingsituation,
Theparking now is worse, the lots
which are left are overcrowded,
plus there are all the additional

—

it wasn't actually a parking permit,
all it was was a hunting license.
Catherine Coats

it
was like before the Sophomore,International Studies
construction."
Carie Winchell,
got apark"My freshmen yearI
Graduate Student,
Psychos

—

"My roommate
likes to park his car
in front of Xavier
becauseheknowshe

targets

included economic prosperity,
growth that may continue to the the other 50 or so percent that
new millenium and a future for remain married. Ialso do not
know too many men, including
choose to have.
any offspring I
If Iwere so naive to walk to the the Chief Executive of the most
polls and votefor acandidate that powerfulcountryinthe world, who
promised new taxes,but no extra- wouldadmit to anaffair uponini-

"Theparkingisn't doesn't have to pay and also bethat difficult for me causetherearenomore spots availbecausel'magradu- able for him on campus to park. I
ate student and I just can't wait to see those 290come after three something spotsbeingbuilt for the
o'clock three days a apartmentsbecause they willeasea
week. This is my lot of tension." —Frank So,
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Iwould get
was a hunting
woulddrivearound
permit
the
andi
andaround. It wasmore frustrating
thanactually taking thebus. Unfor-

at seven in the morning, it's difficult to find a space. If you know
what time the spots fill up you can
find aspace. The rates are alotper
quarter,too. It's difficult for me to

-

takethebus-Idhave to be up
at five to take the bus.
Nicole Gyulay, Sophomore,
English
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givemyselfanextra
construction. I
half-an hour to park. A friend of
mine lives nearby and Ihave a
guest parking permit for zone 7—
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"It's alotmore difficult than it
waslast year. Ifyou don't get here

tO
responses
your
E-mail
campUSCOmment@hOtmail.COm.Thedeadline
for responses is Tuesday at 2p.m. Theymust
beunderiSOwordsandsignedincludingyour
yearand major. YOU must also leave a phone
number or e-mail address where you can be
reached.

Features
Seattle gets intc the swing of things
The music and dances of the 1930s and 40s are still alive and kicking
KATIE MCCARTHY
Features Editor
Twirling,shaking,jivingandsliding in two toned shoes and Mary
Janes toaliveorchestra sounds like

somethingoutofanoldFredAstaire

movie,butit's actuallyarevival of
the old style of swing dancing.

In the past couple of years, different stylesof swingdancinghave
madeareturn, not only toSeattle's
danceestablishments butallaround
the world, as people lace up their
dancing shoesand puton their zoot
sui's.
Swing originated back in the
1920s when it was common for
children to learn how to dance instead of surfing the Internet.
Couples would go dressed in their
suits and sequins to seea cabaret.
Many aviddancers have always
beenshimmying their waythrough
life withswing. Severalprofessional
swingerscredit therisein its popularity to the increased exposure of
swingbands such as CherryPoppin
Daddies and Big Bad Voodoo
Daddy.
Old dances, such as the Lindy
Hop, East Coast Swing and West
Coast Swing are being taught in
dance schools all over the Northwest.

Hallie Kuperman,owner of the
Century Ballroom in Capital Hill,
hasbeen teachingfor six years and
believes that swing is big now becausethe mediahas gottenaholdof
it.
"Lots of people who do it now
don't doitcausetheylove todance.
They do it because it is hip,"
Kuperman said.
'Hie different types of swing add

from California where the dance men on opposite sidesof the room
clubs were packed with swinging and withgreat enthusiasmdemonstrating thebasics ofrock stepping.
couples. Thiscaused themtodance
<* p***
»
h
In
less then an hour,he has comstyle.
in a formation
On
Coast,theyswinginacirculardance which allows
dancers to swing to fast
music on crowded floors.
and
Atkinson
Kupermanarebothestablished instructors who

havebeendancingalltheir
lives. Both teach these
three styles of swing but
each has a distinct methods of teaching.
New York City was
Kuperman's playground
whenshe wasgrowingup.
It was dance andmusical
theater thatinspiredher at
a young age to learn to
dance.
Getting down the basics and building upon
them is how Kuperman
starts offherclassesevery
week. Over the next six
weeks she will slowly
mold her pupils into
skilled dancers.
"I teach really so that
they can dance well, so
they are good at leading
following,"
and
Kupermansaid."Istart my
classes out by walking

bases.
The lead singer usually dressed
ina white tuxedo, cradles the vintagemikeinonehandwhilehebelts

these bands as sort of rock-based
swing.
The popularity of swing bands
has been seeninmovieslike Swingers, on the radio or on television
ads for the GAP. A swing group
calledCherry PoppinDaddieseven
have music videos.
Swing has come a long wayand
the list of new and rising bands
continues to grow andjustsome of
them are: H.B. Radke and the Jet
CitySwingers,Bellevue Cadillacs,
John HoltsRadio Rhythm Orchestra,MontyBanksand HighRollers,
The CrazyRhythm Hot Orchestra,
TheChazzCats andIndigo Swing.
Bands willkeeppumping out the
musicaslongas peoplekeepswinging. One of Kuperman's favorite
bands is theBill Elliot Orchestra.
She thinks they are thebest thing
since sliced bread, and her eyes
lightup as she talks about the 19-piece band.
Kupermanalsoloves the soft vocals of Greta Matassa, who sings
withthe TuxedoJunction.Thisband
has played at several of Seattle
University's Winter Balls.
Fansof swingdancingandmusic
have even taken the fad one step
further by dressing up in vintage
clothes from the 20s, 30s and 40s.
Some of the establishments
Kuperman and Atkinson frequent
to buy their trendy swingers attire
can sometimes beexpensivebut if
you huntaround for just the basics,
like swing dresses or suspenders,a
valueis bound to popup.
Here is a list of hipshopsaround
Seattle' for the swing enthusiasts:
Rudy s VintageClothing,Emerald
City Dance Boutique, Le Frock,
Isadora's andValue Village.
Thepopularity ofswing seemsto
beatrendthatisreaching itsclimax
with bands, dancing and clothing,
but like every trend they will soon
die down.Takethe advice fromthe
professionals andlearnitand have
a blast swinging around in stylin
clothes like the generation in the
19205.
"Swingwon'tlast,becausesome
other social dance will come
along," Kuperman said. "Itis just
the way it works, everythinghas a
cycle. Swing may have a longer
one, but it willdie down."

around the room,because
if you can walk, you can
do the dance."
On different nights
' of
Vanessa reeves / spectator
Kuperman
sputhe week
couple at the Showbox show off theirmoves while others are still learning.
pils and the public can A
enjoy dancing in the authentic 1940s styleballroom witha pletestrangerslaughing andtwirl- out sultry tunes from the 20s-40s
that Frank Sinatra or Benny
big band such as the Dusty 45s or ingeachother aroundthe floor.
Atkinson started dancing ballet Goodman and Bunny Berrigan
andjazzlongagoand gotintoswing wouldhave sung.
Cabarets are still around, though
when all of his friends were still
dancingdiscoandbreak dancingin maybe not as spectacular as they
were inthe past,but Atkinsonlikes
the 80s.
"Swing isa trendand willprob- to have a live show once amonth
ably die downina few years butI during his Zoot Suit Sundays.
"I really like the 1930s cabaret
believe Seattle is really a dancing
towncompared toSan Francisco," style of having a floor show inbetween lessons and free dancing,"
Atkinsonsaid.
After he gives the crowd at the Atkinson exclaimed.
Theseold tunes ofbigbandfrom
Showboxa tasteof swing,heoffers
more detailed classes at The the past can still be heard on the
WilsonianBallroom near theUni- radio but with a little different
"swing" to them. Atkinson sees
versity
* ,district
„ and the Blackburn
VFW Hall on
15th Avenue.
Along with
hip-shaking
dance moves,
VANESSA REEVES / SPECTATOR
therevivalhas
Century Ballroom is located near SU on 915 E.Pine. The next session for
Swing dancersfindaspoton onthe crowdedfloorat theShowbox.
also brought classes begins in the end of October. Call Hallie Kupermah at 324-7263 for
back a differinformation.
variation to the dance. The Lindy the John Holts Radio Rhythm Or- ent tune of
Dave AtkinsonSwingDancecanbefoundeither at theShowbox everySunday
music and
Hop isconsidered theoriginal form chestra.
about hisclasses call 782-3698. Visithis website
Swingwillalwaysbeconsidered style ofcloth- night or formore information
ofswingdancing.Kupermanthinks
at www.daswingdance.com.
it is alittle harder than the basic or asocial dance by Atkinson. Heand ing.
The
music
ABC's of Dancingis a part ofDance SportInternationallocated at 12535Lake
gather
comgeneric swing, but it is alive with hisdedicated assistants
Way. ShannonKnaussteaches classesevery Fridaynightandnewcomersare
is
loud
and
together
every
City
Sunplete strangers
really amazing moves.
night
in
at
the
bands
consist
Atkinson,
nights
day
Showbox
always welcome. Call 368-0998 for more information.
Dave
an instructor
variety
a
of
Sundays."
Lindy
of
Seattle,
Hoporigisaid
club for "Zoot Suit
Savoy Swing Club, can be reached at 547-7676.
North
,
great
trumpets
Showboxhas
a
feel"The
nated from the 1930s Charleston
Seattle West Coast SwingDanceHotline can bereached at 789-3970.
and integrated air steps and break ing for the 1930s because of the saxophones,
WashingtonDanceClubis locatedon 1017Stewartandcanbereachedat 628awaymoves. He sees the dance as authentic atmosphere and style," drums and of
8939.
course the
a unique interpretation of jazz Atkinson said.
Thenight starts out withAtkinson classic lookdance.
originated
splitting
up the ladies and gentle- ing upright
Swing
Coast
West
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Features
Nature sheds its light at SU gallery
Seattle University student shares his life withphotos in the Kinsey Gallery
KATIE MCCARTHY
Features Editor

full life. Born in Seattle, he recently made his 25th decent of
Mountßainier. Butbeforeallthese
descents he had climbed many

Malaysia, Thailand, Bangkok
andKahtmandu.
Alone and 21-years-old, Long
bought a simple camera in

him to work once every month,
allowingLongtopursue notonly
his educational dreams but his
photography.
While on assignment, he
has visitedsuch
exoticlocations

'Kinsey Qallery

Hehad to makeit to the top. His
schebule upcoming
climbing partyonly had fourmore
artist
days in Ecuador and they knew
they had to conquer the 20,700
Mike Long
edifice ofice androckcalledMount
Valdez,
as
"Wilderness
of Light"
Chimbroazo.
Alaska, Nellis
Bad weather and time was beSept. 29 Oct. 30
coming their enemy. Mike Long
Air-Force Base,
Nevada and
and friend ChrisMartin's pulse's
Susand Point
mostrecentlyhe
hadalreadysignificantly risendue
"Works
in Glass"
to the altitude increase during the
flew aboveLake
9,000
15,000
to
ft.
Sammamish
Nov.3 Dec. 4
cab ride, from
After dinner the two"ropedup"
while shooting
from a helicopfor the snow and glacier climb to
Anil Kapahi
come. Thepair tookoff after midter.
Jan. 12 -March 12
Other jobsthat
night determined to makeit to the
Long has held
summitofChimbroazo atany cost.
cost
would
overthe yearsare
Micheal Holloman
Littledid theyknow the
high.
as a mountain
be
Native American
guide, teaching
Inarecordtimeoffivehoursthe
Artifice
glaciertraveland
twohadclimbed 5,000 feet. Dur30 April 30
March
crevassesrescue,
ing the last 1,000 feet Long nosnowcamping
ticed himself getting clumsy and
weak,buthekeptpushing himself.
Fragments:
andice climbing.
TERRANCE IHNEN / PHOTO COORDINATOR
When he first
Once they made it to the peak he
Works from Seattle
collapsed,but still wasable to take Mike Longpoints out details oflight to an observer at his openingTuesday night.
came toSU,Long
University's Artand
approached Dr.
aphenomenal picture ofMartin.
Literary Magazine
Andrew Schulz,
All Longwanted todowa
May 25- June 13
but Chris noticed his frien
the Director of the KinseyGalSingapore and spent three weeks
showing signs of Altiti
trekking thebaseofMountEverest. lery and Fine Art's professor,
Mountain Sickness (AMS
"I got a lot of crappy pictures about displaying his photos. AfSenior Art Exhibition
Hislips werenavyblue,anc
and Igot some incredible ones. ter a year-long wait, Long can
May 25 -June 13
hadclear red fluidrunning
That is how Igot motivated to now sharehis art with other stufromhisnostrils. Immedicontrollight withacamera," Long dents and faculty at SU.
"Contact Dr. Andrew
grabbed
ately, Martin
Asamanof manytalents,Long
said.
of
his
Longand beguntakinghim
phoSchulz in the Fine Arts
personally framed each
Thelongprocessoflearning
on
His
Long,
photographs
display.
down themountain.
tography on his ownmade
Building for more
They had to makeitback
who wasusuallyanimpatient guy, show isanillustration onhowthe
information.
to the town at 9,000 fee
take time and slow down so he impression oflight can enhance
naturephotography.
because the only cure fi
wouldn'tmiss anything.
AMS is to return to a lo
This is not Long's first show;
Helearnedfrombooks andsome
elevation.
community classes, but hegained hehashadpreviousones atShore- he might want to teach.
During the last 100 yard!
most of his knowledge from obline Community College and in Ideally he wouldlike to introduce
inner-city kids to the wilderness.
remembers feelingclose to death.
servation in the field. He took small cafes. He also sells some
want to
"I love kids, and I
When he came
spectacular notes on each frame of his picturesque mountai
the
wilderness
show
them
out of the fog,
andwoulddescribethe scene,light- photos to magazines like
whereIwentmanytimes
the first thing
ing, shutter speed and number of SEATTLEMagazine.
vhen my life was rehe saw was a
Since photographyis
exposures.
ally difficult,"Long
row of head
"Theone areaI
have patience is going so well for
said.
stones. Even
really only in nature where I'm Long, he is not surThere is one
though he was
what he wants to d<
really relaxed," Long said. "I got
thing
in Mike's
on the verge o
into naturephotography becauseI after this spring.
lture thatheis
death, his pas
wasinto climbing."
ureof and that
sion for pho
The mountains have become a
abookor teaching
traveling.
is
togr a p h y
have all crossed
permanentfixtureinhislife. Long
He wants to
his mind.
wouldn't die
talks about thebeautiful environlightHe took a
ment and how dramatic the
hauntingphoto
ing conditions can be in passing experienced
photographers,
of the grave
storms. He has seen some of the
lighting
stones and, to
condihehas not burned outafter about and maybe teach young children
interesting
most
this day,itstay
19 years. Eventually,Long feels English.
tionsin themountains.
as areminder o
"I would be at camp waiting to
just one of hi
climb thenextmorningearly and I
near-death ex
would be the one who got two
periences from
hoursofsleepcauseI
was upshootingtillmidnight oronea.m.,"Long
mountain
climbing.
said.
Photography
Currently, Long has been puwasnot Long's
rsuing other goals in his life that
involve, as he said, "using his
first love; adventure was. It
brain".
He startedof at Shoreline
TERRANCE IHNEN / PHOTO COORDINATOR
was the call of
Community
College, taking five
A student observes the dtetails in Long'sphotos.
the outdoors
credits at atimebefore comingto
that eventually ledhim to take the moremountains aroundthe world. SU last year.
photographs that are now on disIt all began around 1981 when
"I didn't want to fail, Iwent
playuntilOctober 30attheKinsey he first discovered photography. back 15 years after high school,"
Gallery. His show is titled "Wil- He was working for a waterbed Long said.
company in Queensland, Austraderness of Light."
Today he works as aindustrial
TERRANCE IHNEN / PHOTO COORDINATOR
The well-built 38-year-old Se- lia, and from there took off on a photographer for Renton-based
Long
discuss
the photographs inhis show.
McCarthy
Katie
andMike
attle University senior has led a never-ending trip to Singapore, DigitalControl. This jobrequires
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Arts & Entertainment

REKINDLING

lose their identity, whichis exactly
whattheyappearto bedoingon this
Staffßeporter
latest album.
Trip-hop, funk, soul, or what- Those who have
ever else you want to call it, heardthe groupbeMedeski, Martin and Wood have fore willdefinitely
helpedraise instrumental music to notice a change,
new heights with their first two perhaps even a
albums. Their latest release, maturation in their
Combustication, (Blue Note sound. And while
Records) shows againjusthow far the album may
the trio can push thelimits of what have a few soft
spots, for the most
was once known simply as jazz.
part
Alittle darker andmoodier than
their past works, Combustication Combustication
features the turntable work of DJ lives up toitsname.
Logic on a few tracks, weird Itburns.
The first track,
samples sprinkled throughout and
Craft," be"Sugar
spoken
performance
a
wortl
even
by poetSteve Cannon. At the very gins withaslippery
least, you've got to handit to these bass line from
Wood, then kicks
guys for being original.
Featuring John Medeski on the into fullgear when
electric piano and organ, Billy Martin's funk beat
Martin on drums and Chris Wood meetsup withafiston bass, the group needs no helpin ful of soul chords
getting the sparks to fly. MMW on Medeski's ordisplays a chemistry that can only gan. DJ Logic's
come fromspendingyears together turntable
on tour buses, in studios and in scratchings are the
clubs, laying down grooves for cherryon topof this
head-bobbing hipsters and jazz already-tasty tune.
DJ Logic joins
fiends.
Perhaps thebestthing aboutthis the trio again on
group is that unlike rock veterans, "Start-Stop," a spaced-out
MMW isn't afraid to completely funkadelic number that builds in

JESSE WOLDMAN

THE

intensity, relaxes, and does the
whole thingallover again without

OLD

FLAME

this tunewouldbedownrighteerie,
but as it standsit's merely achilly

pour themselves a cold glass of
lemonade andlisten to "JustLikeI
Pictured It,"a soulful arrangement
that sounds like it was shipped in
fromNewOrleans Thebluesnumber "Everyday People" also has a
definitesouthern flavor lackingon
the group's prior albums.
Just when you think you're getting a handle on Combustication,
MMW bust into a rapid-fire AfroCuban tune,"LatinShuffle."It'sas
if they'resayingyoucannevercorner them into a particular style,
because they'll escape.
MMW may have gotten alittle
too mellow for their own good on
"No Ke Ano Ahiahi," a song so
slow it could lullan insomniac to
sleep."Church ofLogic" isanother
abstract concoction that doesn't
quite work. They finish strong,
though, with "Hypnotized,"a twopartsong withafunky introduction
and wild trance-like ending.
As formostinstrumental andjazz
music,thebest way tohear Medeski,
Martin and Wood is still to see
them live. The group made their
way to Seattle last year and will
likely return sometimesoon.Inthe
meantime, for those who want a
glimpse ofthe future of jazz,popping MMW's new disc into the
stereo is probably the next best
thing.

.

everraisingin volume.A few more
minor chords from Medeski and

groove.
Those in a mellow mood can

Actors are the real deal in The Imposters'
SARA CHRISTENSEN
Ston, Editor
jACI DAHLVANG

Staff Reporter

Stanley Tucci is agod. Coming
offofhissuccess withthe critically
acclaimed film Big Night, Tucci
delivers The Imposters, a comic

rompinthespiritof theMarxBroth- mix of characters.
The all-star indie cast includes
ers.
TheImposters focuses onArthur Steve Buscemi, Hope Davis,
(Tucci)andMaurice (OliverPlatt), Campbell Scott,Lili Taylor, and a
strugglingactors trying tocontheir cameo by Woody Allen.It is as if
waytoameal. Escapinganencoun- Tucci called up his friends and
ter with a local, overrated actor, asked, "Hey, you wanna make a
they find themselves stowaways movie?" giving these otherwise
aboard theS.S.Intercontinental,a serious actors the opportunity to
luxury liner with an improbable play in an over-the-topcomedy.

Buscemi, whoisknown for dramatic deathsin theCoenBrother's
films,plays the suicidalentertainer
Happy Franks. His efforts at selfdestruction throughout the filmare
continually thwarted by the frenziedactions of the othercharacters.
Coming off of a serious performance in David Mamet's "The
Spanish Prisoner," Scott plays

(Do you Cove to zvrite?
Be a Spectator reporter
Call Chris at (206)296-647t for more information on writing for the Spectator.

We have positions available for writers in the News, Opinion, Features, A&S and Sports divisions.
The Spectator is also looking for photographers. For information, call Terrance or Brooke at (206)296-6472.

Meistrich, a Nazi-esque crew su-

pervisor who is obsessed with
Lily (LiliTaylor).
Taylor shows a talent for comedy whichhas not been utilizedin
her recent dramaticroles suchas in
"IShot Andy Warhol."
Davis,inhersecondmovie with
Tucci, takes a break from being
perky to play Emily, a young
womandealingwith the lossofher
father.
Tony Shalhoub, so long amember of the good-actor-on-a-badshowclub throughhisrole as Antonio on Wings, is finally given a
chance to usehis talent.
After playing second fiddle to
the likes of Warren Beatty, Kevin
Matthew
Spacey
and
McConaughey in recent studio
films, Platt is also finally given
some of the spotlight.His Maurice
is equal, not secondary, toTucci's
Arthur and, in drag, looks much
like a Spice Girl.
Puttogether, this high-energycast
producesaworkofcomic art.Their
physical and verbal timing is impeccable. From the silent film aspects of the opening sequence to
the encore quality ofthe final credits, thepace of thefilmneverslackens. Theonlyflawinthefilmisthat
the perfectendingcomes twoshort
scenes before ihe actual conclusion. Fortunately, the final all-out
celebration which follows makes
up for the superfluous scenes..
Final verdict: Pay full price.
Twice.
TheImposters willbein theaters
tomorrow.

Arts & Entertainment
ittle bite
'Antz': Bug's story has l
expectations

Even with an impressive cast, moviefalls short of
the outcomepredictable.
However, the animation alone
ter.
Staffßeporter
serves
will be worth therental price.
Jennifer Lopez as Azteca
Antz marks the nextlevel in the
Antz is, as Z-4159 himself says, her purpose as a romantic interest
evolution
of computer animation
"your basic boy meets girl, boy forWeaver anda cheerleader for Z.
Mahoney
a
However,
John
as
likes girl, boy changes underlying
drunken soldier andDan Aykroyd
social structure" story.
Uninhibited byhisrealization of andJaneCurtain as the upper-crust
his insignificance in the overall beecouple do bring life to theirallsystem of the colony, Z, a worker too-short screentime.
Antzis producedbyDreamWorks
ant withthe voice of Woody Allen,
SKG,
arelatively young studiorun
attempts to win for himself the
worthyprizeof PrincesBala(voiced by the creative minds of Steven
by Sharon Stone) and to foil Gen- Spielberg,JeffreyKatzenberg,and
eral Mandible's (voiced by Gene DavidGeffcn.
Having proven themselves with
Hackman) plot to create a master
colony.
the
summer hit "Saving Private
the
cream
of
the
race from
Zhashis opportunity to become Ryan," they arenow attempting to
the heroas aresultof tradingplaces take onDisneyby beatingthem to
withhisbest friend,asoldier named the computer animated bugmovie
Weaver, a move which asks the punch.
They arealso attempting tomake
audience tobelievethat ifSylvester
Stallone and Allenswitched places upforadisappointingperformance
noone would notice.
from the first computer-animated
film tobereleasedby Dreamworks,
Allen as Z is merelyannoying.
While hispatentedneurotic world this summer's flop Small Soldiers.
Disney andPixar,thecompanies
view andhabit of talking toomuch
are traits which work in an Allen which animated Toy Story, have
film,inAntzthesemannerisms im- completed A Bug's Life, whichis
due out around Thanksgiving.
pede the flow ofaction.
A feeling that quality wassacriseeing
hearing
and
the
Instead of
toget Antz outbeforeA Bug's
Z,
sees
ficed
character of the audience
the entire movie.
pervades
as
himself.
andhears Allen
Life
It
suffers
from
an uneven script
Stallone
and
Hackman
While
provide the strongest voice-overs, fromToddAlcottand brothersChris
the restof the vocal talents,includ- andPaul Weitz,allfirst-timescreenafter the breakthrough film Toy
ing severalAcademy Awardnomi- writers.
ThebillingofAntz as aromantic Story.
nees and winners,donot faremuch
While stiffer movements were
comedy adventure for kids and
better thanAllen.
acceptable
to
for the toys, the living
attempt
Stone and Anne Bancroft give adults demonstrates the
requiredadvances
at
once.
creatures
ofAntz
many
things
lukewarm performances and the do too
softwarefor
facial animation
is
in
the
plot
destroy
colony
The
to
the
usually memorable Christopher
dialogue more
order
to
make
the
improbable,
and
in
vague,
the twists
Walken does not make an impres-

JACI DAHLVANG

sionas the villainousColonel Cut-

lifelike.
Inaddition,the"castof millions"
required for some scenes ledto the
developmentof crowd technology
in order to create vast numbers of

much anticipated yet under-used,
and the return to the underground
colony is a disappointment once
one has seen thecolor and detailof
our own worldfrom an ant's per-

Graphic Courtesy

"extras" who would move independently but without runninginto
one another.
Inaddition,thefilmismore visually interestingonce it moves outside ofthe colony.
The voyage to "Insectopia" is

DreamWorks Pictures

spective.
Final verdict: rentit tocheck out
the technically stunninganimation,
and stay tuned for the word on A
Bug 's Life later this fall.
Antz will be out tomorrow in
widerelease.

Garbage collection rocks Paramount
—
A review of the

super-band's

most recent
show at the
Paramowit
Andy Bierly

Staffßeporter

Let's set the stage,so to speak.
Yousee twoguitars,adrum setand
a bass, witha sexy Scottishlass in

front of themicrophone. Theycall
themselves Garbage, and they're
anythingbut what they would like
you to believe. Every song has a
definite beat but,then, doesn'tevery alternative band carry a beat?
This soundis likeno otheryouhave
heard and every beat takes over
yourbody.The audienceat the September 22 show at the Paramount,
was not just tapping their feet or
nodding their head. They WERE
the beat.
Couple this with a more-thanstunning visual display of laser
lights and colorful tracking, and
you had one of the best concerts
that hascome throughtheEmerald
City this year. Garbage,making

—

their return to Seattle after a twoand-a-half yearhiatus, wasnothing
short ofawesome.
For those superficial Garbage
fans out there whomayhave heard
suchrecent hitsingles as "PushIt"
and "I Think I'm Paranoid," you
have barely hit the tip of theiceberg. While this tour ispromoting
their second Almo recording, Version 2.0, there were just as many
songs showcased from the band's
successful 1995 self-titled release.
For example,abright,bass-filled
renditionof "StupidGirl"overshadowed the highly-awaited performance of "IThinkI'mParanoid".
Aside from the singles (the previously mentioned three, plus "I'm
Only Happy When it Rains"), the
bandshowcased two songs thatare
not on either of their LPs. "#1
Crush" made the popular Romeo
and Juliet Soundtrack, and an almost hidden track, "Thirteen" can
be found onone of themany alternative compilation albums.
From a short mix of cuts from
both albums, the concert took an
almost eerie twistinto the two orphanedtracks. Lead SingerShirley
Manson introduced "Thirteen"as a
song that "99.9 percent of you will
love." This seemed to mark the
median of the concert. Just when
you thought you might be over-

whelmed withloudbeatsandbright
lights, the concert flared upagain
with "Stupid Girl" and "Push
It." Also in the second half,
"Special" was performed so
well that it just might be the
group'snext single. The concert ended with a pleasantly
tame orchestrationof "Milk,"
the finale of the group's first
album.
After severalminutesof applause and screams, Garbage
returned to the stage amidst
louder cheers for a lengthy
three-song encore. The concert wascapped offbyanother
slow song,the terminusof Version 2.0, "YouLook SoFine."
Music aside,Manson,Butch
Vig,Duke Erikson, andSteve
Marker hosted a great performance. Sporting their usual
attire (Manson in a SHORT
electric orange dress, the rest
in black), the mike, when not
transmitting lyrics! wasalways
alive with jokes andgracious
thanks.
To their credit,Garbage had
eight nominations forthe 1998
MTV Video Music Awards,
and Version 2.0 has been in
Billboard's Top 50 since its
release last February. While
another album release in the

near futuremight be wishful thinking,take the extratime torock to a

Garbage concert it's an experience you'll never forget.

Sports
Men's Soccer continues to have difficulties
JASON LICHTENBERGER
Sports Editor

As defending national champions, the Seattle University men's
soccer teamexpected teams to be
out toget them. Gameinand game
out, SU was going to be the "Big
Game", the match these teams
looked forward to at the beginning

of the year.
But the Chieftainsdidnot expect
the road through the Northwest
Conference to be this tough. With
games over the weekend at
Whitworth andWhitman Colleges
and a match yesterday at home
against the University of Puget
Sound, theChieftains were hoping
to improve on their 3-1-1 conferencerecord.
In Saturday's game against
Whitworth, the road trip kickedoff
disgustingly as the Chieftains fell
to Whitworth by ascore of2-1. But
as good teams do, the Chieftains
found their composure and came
back with back-to-back victories
overWhitman and UPS.
In Saturday's loss at Whitworth,
theChieftains faced ahugeburden
early in the game, when Andrew
Dickson scoredjustoneminuteinto
the game to give the Pirates a 1-0
lead.
For the next 80 minutes,
Whitworthheldon to the one goal
advantage,until SU finally equalized.FreshmanJebThomasscored
at 81:34 off assists

from Craig

and Gavin Hewitt, giving

Gauntt
the Chieftains some new life.
But three minutes later,
Whitworth shot down the gallant
effort of the Chieftains when Jeff
Klause connected at 84:12 and
Whitworth regained the lead. The
Pirates blanked SUfor theremainingsixminutes, denyingtheChieftains of any last minute comeback
heroics.
The following day, the Chieftains playedatWhitman Collegein

Yesterday, the Chieftains engaged ina fierce battle with UPS.
Swanson again tried to ignite the
offense early on.
After getting the ball up front,
vantage.
Junior Jamin Olmstead stepped Swanson brokedowntheright side
of the field. Hebeat
two defenders and
headed for the box.
After humiliating a
third UPS defender,
heropeda shot,but it
wassavedbyLoggers
Michael
goalie
Rottersman.
However,Ruiz was
there to control the
reboundandfinishoff
the goal, with
Swanson being credited with the assist,
this just seven minKurtSwansonscored
utes
into the contest.
his first of two goals at
But the Loggers
13:09off anassistfrom
fought
back hardand
Hewitt. Swansonand
equalizerin
nettedthe
Hewitt then reversed
minute.
Tye
16th
the
roles,as the latter conadtook
Tolentino
nected off assists from
mishap
of
a
vantage
Swanson and Manuel
in the backfield and
Ruiz less than one
broke through to finminutelater andgiving
isha one-on-one opSU a3-0lead.
portunity.
The Chieftain scordetermined
A
ingfrenzysloweddown
Swanson
would not
they
were
forawhileas
a second
be
denied
goal
for
held without a
He
gave the
time.
the remainder of the
Chieftains the lead
half. SU entered the
again with a goal in
intermission with a
the I:3rdminute.
comfortable 3-0 lead.
Eut thepeskyLogFiveminutes intothe
refused to go
gers
secondhalf, theChiefquietly.
Minutes betains were at it again.
halftime,
they
fore
Jeremy
Senior
Brown
Photo Courtesy of Anil Kapahi
scored his second goal Junior Stan Thesenvitz has added new life to the Chieftain would eqalizeagain.
A UPS corner kick
of the season as
sincehis returntwo weeks ago. Thesenvitzmissedthe was sent to the far
offense
Swanson recorded his
games ofthe season because ofan ankle injury.
post, where it was
second assist of the firstfour
into the scoring act as well. He touchedbackacross thefront of the
game.
Swanson thenadded the finish- scored his first goal of the season goal.
A wide-open Kevin Zamira
ing touches toatremendous game. and thelastgoal ofthe matchoff an
steppedup
and one-timed theball
His second goal of the game gave assist from Thesenvitz to give SU
into theback of the netandsending
him six total points of the contest the 6-0 victory.

searchofreboundingfromthe tough
loss at Whitworth.
Whitman wasnow tryingtoplay
therole of spoilers, but they were
mercilessly servedas a feast to the
soccer godsby therevenge-hungry
Chieftains. SU was a
different team, crushingWhitmanby ascore
of 6-0.
Stan
Senior
Thesenvitz, who has
revamped the SU offense since his return
to thelineup,startedthe
scoringearly inthe contest. He scored on a
penaltykick inthetenth
minute,and the Chieftains coasted from

andboosted him to the top of the
SUall-time scoringlist(seebottom
of page 13). Not toforget, thegoal
also gave the Chieftains a 5-0 ad-

SUB Kick-off Week Continues...

-

Thursday, October Ist
SUB 2nd Floor
Hummingfish
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the teams into halftime engagedin
a 2-2 tie.
As theChieftains searched fora
way toregain the lead,UPS caught
them sleeping. On the attack, a
Logger midfielder played the ball
past SU keeper Jeremiah Doyle,
right infront of the goal.
The Chieftains were able to get
theball outofthebox,butcould not
clear it which proved to be costly.
As Doyle scrambledback intoposition, Peter Bury ripped a shot
from 25 yards out, giving UPS its
first lead of the game with just
under 20 minutes left to play.
The Chieftains werehanging on
the ropes,trailing for the first time
inthe contest. Theyhadmanygreat
opportunities in the last 20 minutes.Hewitthadacouple ofgreater
header opportunities,but bothwere
saved by Rottersman.
With 14 minutes left,Tony Pyle
nearly headed in the equalizer off
Gauntt's freekick,but Rottersman
madeasuperb safeand theball was
cleared out of play.
Then,with8:30left toplay,Kevin
Houck nearly connected off astellar one-two with Olmstead, but he
sent his shout justbarely wide left.
Now beggining to get desperate,
the Chieftains got what they were
looking for.
Thesenvitz tried to volley a shot
afteran SUcornerkick. He mishit
the ball, which ended up right in
frontof Swanson, whoput the ball
pastRottersmanand sent the game
into overtime.
The Chieftains wasted no time,
scoring45 seconds inovertime.An
Nuonreceived aball inthe middle
ontheright side ofthe field,headed
into themiddle andbroke for the
goal. He left a handful of green
shirts behind him, and just as he
was about to unload ashot, hewas
tripped up in the box and was
awarded a penalty kick.
Thesenvitz steppedup andnailed
the game winner. It was a tough
week, but the Chieftains battled
through it with a 2-1 record. They
improved to 5-3-1 overalland 5-2
in theNWC.

Fall '98 Friday Night Dance Clubs

Friday, October 2nd is 80*S Might!!!
Music starts at 9:00 p.m.
SUB Ist Floor

-

Fall '98 Saturday Night Comedy Series
Saturday, October 3rd at 8:00 p.m. in the SUB Ist Floor
Featuring

Derrick Cameron
Derrick has appeared on MTV's 1/2 hour Comedy Hour,
Comedy Central, BET's Comic View, VH-I's Stand-Up
Spotlight, and much more!!!
For more information call Campus Life Office at 296-2525
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MEN
Goals
1. Kurt Swanson, 7
2.Manuel Ruiz, 4
2. Stan Thesenvitz,4
Points
1. Swanson, 19
2. Ruiz, 10
2.Thesenvitz,10

WOMEN

.

1 Trisha Tateyama, 7
2.Elizabeth Dolan, 5
2.Lindsay Leeder, 5

1. Tateyama, 21
2.Leeder, 13
3. Dolan, 10

Sports
Cross Country ready to face nation's best

Coach Crawford enforces positive attitude and strong desire to
a young Chieftain team entering its toughest race of the season
in beCrawford says thekey success
a little bit longer of a
workout they are about
going
—
JASON LICHTENBERGER and they are always
reducing the "gap time"
aone
They
thenfinish
with
willbe
going
run.
picture
they
how
are
does
finish
but he
not

well,

Sports Editor

to
not want

to do, to
to
"In everysport,itis important to

tween.

kilometer run. Allof these arerun
ata pace faster than what they run
Crawford
said.
toughmentally,"
It is a warmand sunny Tuesday
year
theme
this
be
In fact the team
Park,
as theSeattleUni- is, "The will to winmeans nothing "Inrunning,toput yourselfthrough incompetitions.
at Genesse
"Every week, we get a little bit
versity cross country team gets without the will to prepare."
that kind of exertion for 20 to 30
Nobody
stronger,"
islookCrawford said. "They
ready for practice.
Thatis why theserunners donot minutes, you have to be able to
ing forward to today's workout, a hide fromthechallengeofthisprac- concentrate for what a lot of us can'tbe afraid to put inthe work at
practice."
once a week
SU's cross country
strengthening
team will be heavy unpractice.
the
derdogs
in
Head coach
meet
this
Willamette
Crawford
John
to
weekend, but will be
saidthechallenge
looking to make some
for this workout
surprises.
is,"Where isyour
to
Both teams have a lot
heart?"
of
new faces this year,
Despite the
JOHN CRAWFORD, SU CROSS COUNTRY COACH
the women's teamconworkout that lies
ahead,the teamis
sistsof ninefreshmen.
For the men, Robert Redsteer
tice, andno matter how much they would deem a longperiodof time.
getic. After threeracesthis season, are hurtingtheymanage to crack a
"Somepeoplefeel painand back andJames Schrader have runconoff, but good runners ride with it sistently all year.
theChieftains arepreparingfor their smile.
year,
Also in the top-five are Eric
toughest competition of the
That is why they all yell and andbuild off that."
Setala,
lengths
JimmyMeArthur andRobby
this weekend's Willamette Invita- hollerforeachrunner,encouraging
In competition, therace
Salem,
in
Ore. every individual through each ex- are eight kilometers for men and Frondozo.
tional at Bush Park
The women have had a trio of
It is a 38 teamrace, many of the cruciating stride.
five kilometers for women.
be
in
his
top
nations best will
attendance.
runners leading the way for their
That is also why on the very last Crawford wouldlike to see
to
going
it
is
not
Crawford knows
and most painful set of kilometer five women break the 20-minute cause. Renah Seay,Martha Grant
race.
Ranked
teams
easy
be an
runs, freshman Robert Redsteer barrier and the top five men dip andTaraMatthews havebeenSU's
will
collegiate
division
every
from
pushed himself twice as hard for
beshowcasing theirabilities.
thefinal ten seconds tofinishunder
"One thing thatmakesitdifficult thethree minute goal Crawford set
inour regionisthat youhave seven beforethat run.Redsteercameinat
to
or eight top 20 teams," Crawford 2:59.
said.
"Athletes need a commitment
to
Someof the teams theChieftains year-round,"Crawfordsaid. "RunSU CROSS COUNTRY TEAM MOTTO
face week in and week out: top ninghas to become an extensionof
Fraser,
ranked Simon
the Univer- yourself, then it becomes easy
sity of Puget Sound (ranked num- when it is not an obligation, but
strongest finishers.
ber twoin the nation) andPacific something you want todo."
their times
' tounder 28:30.
University,
Roundingout the top five for the
finished
Today
who
Lutheran
sroutine consistsofaone
Notonly is this a veryphysically
year.
womenare
Tricia Satre and Alvie
by
run,
third inthenation last
followed ashort
grueling practice, but Crawford kilometer
Melicano,
a
positive
instills
attiand
with
freshmen Megan
Crawford
needs the teamtobementally ready. rest and anotherkilometer run
Kelly
Dotson runthey
Afterwards,
this
withlots
ofmotirun
McGuire
and
tudeon
team
After stretching out, he asks the a short rest.
region
a
oflate.
strong
tough
ning
arein
with
as
They
vation.
runners to relax and focus on the twosets of two kilometerruns
that to get the team down.

Running has become an extension of yourself,
—
then it becomes easy whenit is not an obligation,
but something you want do.

.

The will win means nothing
without the will prepare.

—

Swanson sets SU soccer
all-time scoring record
Seniorforward makes his mark in SU
history while leading Chieftains to victory
against Whitman helped lead the
team to a much needed Northwest
Sports Editor
Conference victory. The ChiefWith his two goals and two as- tains, who went 15-0-1 in NWC
sists Sunday at Whitman College, playlast year,are currently 5-2-1in
senior KurtSwanson movedahead conference play this season.
"It was nice that we did it and
of Geroge Czarnowski for the allwon,"
Swansonsaid. "Iwouldtake
University
men'
scors
timeSeattle
wins over goalsanyday wins are
ing lead with106 career points.
Czarnowski set themark lastyear, more important than individual
finishing hiscareer with105points. records."
Swanson has led the Chieftains
Swanson, whoalsoholdstherecord
scoring the past two years. As
in
goals
(50
in
acareer
and
for most
counting), has now amassed 111 the currentpoints leader with19,he
is onpace to lead the team in that
total points
' in his career after category for the third straight seayesterday s contestagainst theUnison.
versity of Puget Sound.
Being the go-toman brings a lot
"Thisisnot justmy award;it isa
teameffort," Swanson said. "I've of pressure withit,but itispressure
played with a lot of great players thathesayshelps elevatehis game.
that have madeit easier for me. I "I' ye felt thatpressureeverytime
feel very fortunate to have played I've stepped on the field, not just
for SU but for every team I
have
with them."
for,"
Swanson
said.
"It
everplayed
points
in the win
His six total

JASON LICHTENBERGER

—

is goodpressure though.
"As a forward, it is my job to
score goals, that's what I'm supposed to do."
Swanson learned a great deal
about pressure last season. He
helped lead the Chieftains, heavy
underdogs all season long, to the
NAIA national championship. He
wasrewarded bybeingnamed one
of the teamcaptains this seasonin
hopes that he can provide the leadership to helpcarry the team to a
title defense.
"Wehave alot ofnew personnel
and are tryingagain to establish a
winningteam. When youlosenine
guys it's going to be difficult,"
Swanson said. "We need to find
have toleadby
new chemistry...soI
example.
"Ineed tofinish all the chancesI
get. IfIscoregoals, the teamscores
goals"

to

rest

SILVER
CLOUD

the amountof elapsedtimebetween
the team's first and fifth finishers.
This is especially crucial to the
women's team,whohavebeenrunning fairly close togetherlately.
It was a tough workout, but the
team was all smiles afterwards.
They are building what it takes to
become a national competitor, a
team ready for a huge challenge
this weekend.
But as Crawford said, it takes a
year-long commitment from his
athletes in order to attain recognition as a national contender. One
major downfall to SUisthelack of
a track program.
Of thenineschoolsin the Northwest Conference, SU is the only
one withoutatrack program. Most
coaches will tell you that a track
team would greatly improve a
school's cross country program.
Crawfordmadeapushaboutfour
years ago that SU should pursue a
track program. A former coach at
Garfield High School anda figure
in the SeattleParks and Rec programfor thepast 15years,Crawford
would be able to use the space at
Garfield, which is less than two
miles from the SU campus.
He also saidthat adding a track
team would cost less than some of
the other programs that were just
added recently.
That would aid the athletic department as budget concerns have
been a heavy topic in SU's transition to anew league.
But thatisallinthe future. Right
now,Crawford just wants the team
to enjoy running and work on improving with eachrace.

—-
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THE NORTHWEST'S LEADING VALET COMPANY
SERVINGTHE GREATER SEATTLE AREA

NEEDS YOU!
AVG. $7 TO $10 PER HR./TIPS INCLUDED
AFTERNOON/EVENING/WEEKENDS
FULL TIME/PART TIME
WORK EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE EVENTS OR
RESTAURANTS

=> PAID TRAINING <=
WE ARE LOOKING FOR CANDIDATES WITH A GOOD
DRIVING RECORD,MINIMUM 18 YEARSOF AGE,
STRONG WORK ETHIC AND ABLE TO WORKIN A
CUSTOMER SERVICE ENVIRONMENT.
IF YOUARE INTERESTED CALL NOW
OFFICE (206) 633-4944
JOB LINE (206) 559-7172

Sports
Women's soccer back to winning ways
Dolan and Tateyama power Lady Chieftains through road trip
Jason Lichtenberger
Sports Editor

After ablazing start, thena sudden dousing of those flames, the
SeattleUniversity women'ssoccer
team travelled toEasternWashingtonfora two-gameNorthwest Conference roadtrip.
Toadd more pressure, the Lady
Chieftains needed victories, entering the weekend witha 2-3 NWC
record.Adisastrousroad trip could
have knocked the Lady Chieftains
near the bottom of theNWC.
But a mentally tough SU team
accepted the challenge and played
some tough defense, shutting out
bothWhitworthand Whitman Colleges

Offensively, theforward tandem
of juniors Elizabeth Dolan and
Trisha Tateyama carried the Lady
Chieftains througha grueling week-

end and helped them pull out a
difficult tie yesterday.
On Saturday against Whitworth
College, the Lady Chieftains engaged in a fierce battle. Despite
outshooting Whitworth 17-7, the
Lady Chieftains could not score
through regulation and one overtime half, as the Pirates' defense
managed tokeep theball out of the
net.

It was not until the secondovertimehalf,whenDolanconnected at
the 112thminuteoff an assistfrom
Tateyama, giving SU the golden
goal.

The followingday at Whitman,
the two forwards proved to be the
spark for SU again. Tateyama assisted Dolan at the 27thminute to
give the Lady Chieftains a1-0lead,
an advantage they carried into the
intermission.
In the 75th minute, Tateyama

STUDY ASIA
SYRACUSE
ABROAD
IN

HONG KONG
Study-travel in China

Business &
Liberal Arts courses
Generous

grants

found Dolan again to give SU its left in the first 15-minute sudden- tainsfinishedtheweek2-0-1,boostsecond and final goal of the game, deathovertimeperiod withthe game ing them to 4-3-1in theNWCand
as the LadyChieftains posted their endingin a 1-1 draw.
6-3-1overall.
second straight shutout.
Behind the antics of Dolanand
Now back into contention, the
Tateyama
Dolan finished the weekend trip
and fierce goaltending LadyChieftains can focus onfighttoeastern Washington withallthree
ofCarrieGeraghty,theLadyChief- ing their way to the topof theNCIC.
SU goals and Tateyama finished
withall three assists.
The Lady Chieftains stepped it
up defensively as they picked up
twoveryimportant conference victoriesinacritical weekend forthem.
Theyboostedtheirrecord from 2-3
in theNorthwestConference to 43.
Yesterday, before the Seattle University soccer teams took the
The twodeadly forwards continfield against the University of Puget Sound, the soccer field—
ued their impressive streak, this
formerly knownasEastField wasrenamed Championship Field.
time to help the Lady Chieftains
Dr.Nancy Gerou kicked off the ceremony, congratulating the
pullout adraw against theUniverteamfor its accomplishment andhead coachPeter Fewing for all
sity of Puget Sound, doing so in
that he has done for the program and the university. She then
dramatic fashion.
introduced long-time SUsoccer fan and former school president,
The Loggers took the lead 30
Father William Sullivan,S.J.
minutes into the contest. Laura
Fr.Sullivangave his congratulations andled thecrowd inprayer.
Grinstead netted a goal to carry
He talkedabout what amagical seasonit was,up to thefinal rainy
UPS to a 1-0 halftimeadvantage.
The game remained deadlocked
minutes in the championship game.
through
almost all of
Then head Fewing stepped forward and gave his thanks and
at that score
congratulations.
half,
second
and
it
as
Heintroduced allthemembers oflast year's team
the
looked if
hopes that they willbestillcomeback
andtold
themhowmuchhe
Loggers
squeak
victory
the
would
a
out. But in the finalminute of the
totreasure themomentousachievement (SU'sfirst national championship inits 106 yearexistance). Hehopes thatonedaythey will
contest, Dolan connected for the
be able to come back with their children and grandchildren and
Lady Chieftains, once again in a
share all the wonderful stories thatcame along with the championhuge way.
ship.
And, of course,her goal was asWhile the name was given in dedication to last year's soccer
sisted by Tateyama. Remarkably,
team, it is also for the national championship teams to come.
thismarked the thirdstraight game
ChampionshipFieldhas been engravedin the east side of the brick
in whichDolanhas providedevery
buildingat thenorth end of the soccerfield. A plaque for the1997
goaland Tateyamaeveryassist for
—
national champions has been placed underneath with room for
SU Dolan four goals, Tateyama
more to follow.
assists,
many
Lady
four
Chieftains 2-0-1
game
The
was called with 5:34

SUsoccer fieldrenamedin
dedication to 1997

national champions
—
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Advertisements
NEEDEXTRA MONEY?
EARN $18,000 PART TIME!

sTSI

Attention Students ?!

Sure, you could use the extramoney-who couldn't?
The Army Reserve can help you earn more than
$18,000 during a standard enlistment,part time,plus
some great benefits, with opportunities to qualify for
even more money to continue your education. You'll
alsobe getting valuablehands-on skill training that will
last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lotsof opportunities. A place
to make new friends. Give the Army Reserve your
serious consideration.

Want Great Pay And
GreatHours?
Jointhe Seattle Times Outside
Sales Team

Call 464-8529

Think aboutit Thenthinkaboutus.Thencall:

$12.75 perhr.tostart
Over 18 preferred
Call Now!!!!!!

1-800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com
BE ALLYOUCAN BE.'

ARMY RESERVE

CLASSIFIEDS
OPPORTUNITIESFOR
CHILD CAREJOBS

anda basic understanding of voiceanddata
technologies. 12-19 hours per week. $8.02
-$9.16 an hour. Work study eligibility
required.

Network Systems Administrator

TheCommunications andNetwork Services
Department has two part time student
positions open. CNS provides voiceanddata
networking infrastructure services to Center
wide departments.Possible projectsinclude:
Childcare Wanted
Analyze for Y2Kcompliance, Upgrade the
Office Workers
Mt.Baker / Leshi Area; 3-6 pm MondayCenter's DNS servers from BIND 4.9 x to
in
Friday for two boys,ages 7&12.Must be A number of positions are available the BIND Bx, monitor UNIX andNT servers,
reliable,have transportationandreferences. following departments: Human resources,
and analyze security in the CNX unix
$10- 15perhour,dependingonperformance Pathology, Engineering and Community environment. Selfmotivated, self teaching,
of light housework. (206) 329-3616 (hrn), Relations. Responsibilities include word curiosity andable to work without supervision
processing,creatingandmaintainingexisting
(206) 667-4484 (wk).
a must. Familiarity with the OSI model,
file systems, photo copying, data entry, Unix,
and PERL desired. College student
scheduling meetings and other duties as
Works study desirable but not
preferred.
needed. Previous office experiencehelpful.
required.
10-19
hours a week. $14-$2O an
Computer experience preferred. Must be
dependingon experience.
Childcare Wanted
highly organized, accurate and dependable. hour
$
Part-Time
$8.02
$9.16
Great
anhour.
12 19hours aweek.
20 hours per week (one hour in morning, Work studyeligibility required.
Toapply for theabovepositionspleaseemail
threehoursin afternoon)childcarefor3fun
resumes toslewis® fhcrc.org(no attachments)
and well-behaved grade school boys in
or mail/fax to:
Seattle's Madrona neighborhood (near
SeattleUniversity campus). Drop-off/pickLab Aides
FredHutchinson CancerResearchCenter
up from school (using our van), help with
positions are available in the Human Resources, #SL-8677
number
of
A
homework, play, some light housework.
followingdivisions:ClinicalResearch,Basic 1300 Valley Street
Perfect for grad students or mature Sciences,
Molecular Medicine,Public Health Seattle, Wa 98109
undergrads who wanta work schedule that
Sciences. Responsibilities include lab
accommodatesclass schedules.Ifyouneed maintenance,prep and support of ongoing Fax (206) 667-4051
some extra cash and enjoy working in a experiments, data analysis, cleaning TTY(2O6)-667-6861
FHCRCisan EOE
caring environment,thisis thejobfor you!
glassware and solution preparation. Some
Competitive salary. Please call Sara or
positionsinclude plasmidDNApurification,
Bruce at (206)323-9457.
small animal work (mice/rat), care and
maintenance of Drosophilas stocks and
Office Worker/ Mail Clerk
literature searches. Pursuing a bachelors
SL 8495: Maintain and file mail surveys/
degree in science or related field. Prior questionnaires according to written
Childcare Wanted
science course work including lab work procedures andperformother clerical tasks.
Tues,Wed and Thurs.afternoons. 9
required. 12-19 hours per week. $8.02
diploma or GED required. Six months
$9.16 an hour. Work study eligibility HS
monthcommitment. 2 boys. $550a
experience
performing entry level clerical
month. MadisonPark. Call Nancy at
required.
bulkmail expdesired.Mustbeable
tasksand
726-8606.
to lift 50 pounds. Part time. $8.02-s9.l6an
hour. DOE.

-

-

-

FRED HUTCHINSON
CANCER RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES

Computer Desktop Tech

Assist the Communications & Network
Services Department with ongoingdesktop
support. Duties include but limited to
installing and troubleshooting a range of
system software, executing various system
backups and other duties as assigned.
Applicants must be knowledgeable in
Billing Assistant
Windows9s,WinNT,andPChardware.
12processing
billingspecialist
Assistthe
with
$8.02 -$9.16 an hour.
per
-19
hours
week.
bills,
tracking
budget
and
and
invoices
management of Communications & Work study eligibility required.
Network Services data. Requires InterestedstudentsshouldcontactSamLewis
proficiency with common office At 667-4984. Formoreinformation visitour
applications(spreadsheets,wordprocessing, website at http://www.fhcrc.org. The Fred
e-mail) excellent interpersonal skills, Hutchinson Cancer Research Center is an
knowledge of basic accountingprincipals Equal Opportunity Employer.

Toobtainadditionalinformationon thelisted
positions andotheropenings,please visitour
website @ http://wwwfhcrc.org or call our
job hotline at (206)667-2977. Please email
resumes including job number to
jobresponses@ fhcrc.org(noattachments)or
mail/fax to:
FredHutchinson Cancer ResearchCenter
Human Resources,#SL-8677
1300 Valley Street
Seattle, Wa98109
Fax (206) 667-4051
TTY(2O6)-667-6861
FHCRCis an EOE

OTHERJOB
OPPORTUNITIES

Homeworkers Urgently
Needed!
Earn weeklypaychecks fromthe comfort
of your own home. Free details. Send

long,selfaddressedenvelope to:National
Homeworkers Association.
POBox 115 Issaquah WA, 98102

Restaurant Position Available
Daytime andeveningpositions available
at neighborhoodfamily restaurant.
Servers,bussers andline cooks. $7.00
DOE. ContactHoward at 679-5152.

Copier Operator Needed
Fulltime for high speed copiers.
Downtown Seattle commercial shop.
Excellent opportunities. One step copy
center, 600 University Street, 6thavenue
lobby. For more information, call 343-5037.

Development Assistant
Chicken SoupBrigade seeksP/TDATA

ENTRY/DEVELOPMENT
$8.00/hr.
See
ASSISTANT.
www.csbrigade.orgfor description.Send
resume to CSB: Attn. Laura T.: 1002
Seneca St.;Seattle WA 98122. NoCalls.

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

LOSE 10POUNDS IN14 DAYS!
Call perfect 10 now for your FREE
SAMPLE!
206-382-2151
The Spectatoris whereit'sat!
To advertise, callRomie at 296-6474 or
fax herat 296-6477. The costis $2.00for
thefirsttwenty wordsand ten centsaword
thereafter. Sorry, but no personals. All
classifidesmustbesubmittedbyFriday at
sp.m.for theThursday edition. Pre-pay,
please.
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the advertisements registered cCußs and organizations. Tor
more information, please contact the 21SS1I office at 296-6050.

Get Involved
Join SEAC

*W

J fl Make A Note of It

It's never to late to join SEAC, The Student Events and Activities Committee. Help plan concerts, dances, lyp syncs,
and all kinds of other fun stuff. Plus, SEAC members who
help at events get in FREE! Meetings are Wed. 5:45 p.m. in
room 205 of the Student Union Building. See you there!

I
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SEAC is part of the Associate Students of SeattleUniversity, for more info call 296-6048.

fSoar

into ASSU

Run for Freshman,
Non-Traditional
or Transfer Rep
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Manditory Candidates Meeting
7-9:00 p.m. Bellermine 1891 room
Student Forum
Time and Place TBA
Primary Elections
FinalElections

Upcoming events

you don't want to miss
10/2 Accounts Meeting-All are invited to sit in on the first meeting of the
year. Topics of discussion are the budget, how to spend it, and who gets it.
10-11:00 a.m. Upper Sub 203
10/5 Clubs Meeting-Feel free to stop
by to discuss the structure of ASSU
ClubsCodes and how they apply to you.
5:45-6:45 p.m. Upper Bunk
10/8 Council Meeting-Come join us
and meet this years reps and raise your
own questions and concerns.
6:30-8:30 p.m. Place TBA
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Street Fair 9B
A successful start for a great year ahead
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